SAP (E)WM SPECIALIST (M/F/D)
As general contractor for intralogistics solutions TGW offers state-of-the-art systems based on SAP. As SAP (E)WM Specialist
you will be the first contact person of our customers and will be responsible for the connection of our system to the customer's
SAP system and IT infrastructure. With the SAP (Extended) Warehouse Management you will ensure smooth and ideal logistics
processes for our customers.

TASKS
Analysis and optimisation of existing customer's processes and integration of new logistics processes in the existing customer SAP
applications
Planning and implementation of specifications in the SAP (E)WM environment and of relevant interfaces in the IT landscape
Customising of existing customer SAP applications based on newly created specifications
Support and consulting during the implementation and optimisation of TGW SAP (E)WM applications
Creation of comprehensive project documentations in the SAP environment

REQUIREMENTS
Successfully completed HTL (Higher Technical School), university or FH (University of Applied Sciences) education with focus on
Informatics, Business Informatics or Logistics
Several years of relevant professional experience in an industrial SAP environment, preferably in the area of project management,
customising or implementation of logistics processes
Profound knowledge of SAP (E)WM and SCM or logistics modules (e.g. MM, TRM, etc.)
Basic ABAP programming knowledge
Very good command of German and English and willingness to travel abroad (approx 30% of working time)
Independent and committed personality with entrepreneurial thinking and developed communication skills

WE OFFER
The minimum annual gross pay for this position is 40,075 Euros according to the collective agreement. A possible overpay depends on
your individual job experience and qualification.
Furthermore, we offer flexible working hours, a cooperative working environment with attractive benefits and exciting perspectives.
Use your know-how and skills for an exciting job and start your career in a diversified field of responsibility in an international network for
automated logistics technology.
You can expect responsible tasks in an international corporate environment. Become part of an ambitious company, contribute your ideas
and shape the future of TGW with us.
Living Logistics. Promoting Careers.

Your contact
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for this job
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Verena Treffner
 +43 50 486 3632
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